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Check out where you
can find some of these
dope products for
yourself if you think
you would love them
too!

CHECK OUT THESE DOPE
ITEMS FOR YOURSELF

Need a new lippie? Well I do! I have been wearing alot of
colors this year and just ran out of my red lippie so I am
going to grab a FIRE-ry red from Britteny Kelley Brands !
Her colors range from nice mauve to rosy pinks and
crimson reds. This brand is also black owned (inserts
happy face emoji) you can shop all of her lipsticks and
more on www.brittenykelley.com
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Guys, ever since I started using the
FOUND MATTIFYING Makeup
Setting Spray with Red Tea, my
makeup has been on point! It helps
my makeup not look greasy or
leave me looking sweaty in pictures
or on the go. By the way, there are
no harmful chemicals in this setting
spray! You can find it at your local
Walmart.

THE STYLE SECTION

PAW PAW will get your
hands, face and cuticles
together. And it is VEGAN!
You can find this line at
your local Marshalls or
order it off of Amazon.
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BOTTLES UP,
OIL BOTTLES
THAT IS

www.theoilbar.com

The Oil Bar is an creative brand that literally

combines showing personality and smelling good all
at once.
At The Oil Bar, you can create your own unique
scent, body scrub, essential oils and more. If you
never realized scents can be used to leave lasting
impressions on people or make your home
memorable when guests come into your house.
This dope place was created by Ernie and Jamie
Dennis who wanted their customers to feel like they
were visiting a neighborhood bar, or a familiar
gathering place that they could come mingle as
they waited for their custom cocktails to be mixed.
Yet here, you will be mixing your favorite oils and
fragrances. HOW AMAZING IS THAT! In my recent
visit to their Atlanta location, I got their daily
hydrating shampoo, hydrating detangler leave-in
conditioner, and their 10 in 1 oil elixir and I LOVE ALL
OF THEM!
Currently they have a few locations but the closest
one to Cincinnati, is in Columbus, Ohio and another
in Atlanta, Georgia. Feel free to customize
something for yourself on www.theoilbar.com
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UNLEASHING MY LOVE FOR

VANS

For the past few years, I have been loving any shoe
that had a thick gum bottom but this year I have
falling for Vans' thick platform bottom sneakers
because of their color ways and shoe design. I am
hoping my husband grabs me one of these kicks for
my birthday this year LOL! You can find these
styles on vans.com.

SNEAKERS AND PLATFORMS
https://www.vans.com/womens.html
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THESE HERE
ACCESSORIES!?

29

BETSEY JOHNSON RAINBOW LIFE WATCH
https://betseyjohnson.com/products/rainbow-life-watch-multi

DON'T BE SLEEPIN'

ON

HONEY

JESSICA SIMPSON PIMPIE PUMP
https://www.dsw.com/en/us/product/jessica-simpson-pimie-pump/466700?activeColor=270

